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ALAN FELDMAN

The Light

I’m dealing with a chain of probabilities
only, coasting across the bay at night
under the swaying stars. I check the compass
regularly, but there’s no way to know
if I can beat the current rounding the point.
I’ll have to let the boat tell me
when I get there, and trust to experience
or luck. It’s exciting, but also relaxing
not to know. I’m practicing trust
in myself and my Bermuda sloop,
especially since I can’t know anyway
if the cloud that begins to blot the stars
might be fog, or a storm, or else
just a bit of haziness. Not all voyages
need the stars for navigation,
but I’m practicing trust in the heavens, too,
or at least a neutral attitude
about disaster, assuming the stars
favor me just as often as they don’t,
assuming the buoy guarding the reef
should be two points to starboard …
and yes!—I can see the light flashing
one second out of every four, as the chart
predicts, though I’m still amazed
to see it waiting out there for me
in such thick darkness, just to the lee
of the island where decades ago pure
chance led me to make my home.
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